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Notes to Consider…

Yards to Paradise Landscaping

By G.S. Morris — 31 July 2017
A couple of years ago I pointed out nearly
all men believe they are born knowing how to drive,
shoot, and romance. It never ceases to amaze how
easily a man who has never formally studied any
of those subjects will so willingly provide you with
his expert advice upon those matters, even if you
did not solicit his “expert” advice. I will continue
through the years to offer insights gleaned from the
study of the art of shooting and will always spare
you advice on matters of the heart. This article
begins a month of automobile driving tips gained
mostly courtesy of your tax dollars.
First, Seating Position: You should position yourself behind the
steering wheel so as your lower back is in firm contact with the driver’s seat;
the driver’s seat is distanced from the steering wheel so as your hands hang
comfortably at the wrists, past the top of the wheel when extended; your left
foot should be firmly braced against the “dead pedal” or floorboard to the left
of the clutch or foot brake (auto); your hand position on the wheel should be
left hand between the 9 and 10 o’clock position and right hand somewhere
between the 3 and 2 o’clock position (to clear air bag deployment); and
finally the thumbs should be alongside the forefingers to maximize wheel
grip.
Second, Mirrors: Were I a betting man (gambling is a tax upon simpletons), I would wager nearly 9 in 10 drivers do not know how to use their
rear and sideview mirrors. In short, we do not need to have three rearview
mirrors. Your sideview mirrors should be positioned so as you can check
your vehicle’s blind spots starboard and port without looking over your
shoulders. To properly adjust the sideview mirrors, lean your head over in
the driver’s position to the center of the cockpit and adjust your passenger
sideview mirror so you can just see the passenger quarter panel. From the
driver’s position, lean your head so it rests upon the driver’s side window
and adjust the driver’s side mirror so you can just see the driver’s side quarter panel. Your sideview mirrors are now adjusted properly.
Finally, failure to religiously wear your driver’s restraint system
(seat belt) makes the sad gambler wasting money on scratch offs at the local
“Stop & Rob” seem like a Rhodes Scholar.
Next Week: Weight Distribution and Tires

By Max Phelps

Arts and Leisure: Automobile Driving, Cockpit Layout

Shane Morris is a retired soldier and teacher. You may contact him at
sigm11@yahoo.com

Inspirational Thoughts Into God’s Word
By Lynetta Hunter

Overtime there’s not much a human eye doesn’t see, whether
through hands-on or media. Every situation has a prospected end which
eventually leads to something else, and encounters either a gut feeling, past
experience, or prophecy.
Of all the things a person can see, there’s even more that will never
be seen. Growth leads to wisdom and lessons learned, but life ends with
even more things that will never be known. “Larger than life” feelings
make for joyous times and create a chance to be bountiful, prosperous, and
determined. Yet, time has a way of putting things in prospective, showing
that a person is really a very small part of overall life. This can either cause
fear or relief, fear of being controlled by something way more powerful or
relief in knowing a greater power is available to partner with when facing
life’s demands and responsibility.
(1 John 4:18) There is no fear in love [dread does not exist]. Perfect
love that comes from God, whether directly from Him or through someone
He uses, drives out fear. Fear of something often comes upon a person
when they realize they have no control over that something. Human power
can’t change the bigger problems that come along. However, there is relief
in knowing that through prayer and submission to God, He has the power
to change and control every detail of every issue that arises. Apostle Paul
left this strong statement for us to believe in, Romans 8,”What shall we say
to all these things? If God is for us, who can be [successful] against us?”
God’s authority then becomes appreciative and fear is left behind when
surrendering to Him and trusting His care.

Kentucky State Parks Offering
Events for Aug. 21 Solar Eclipse
FRANKFORT, Ky. (July 21, 2017) – Kentucky State Parks will be
participating in the Aug. 21 Great American Solar Eclipse with fun and
educational events during July and August.
Some parks have astronomy experts scheduled to give talks about
the eclipse. Kenlake State Resort Park will kick off the events July 28 with
“The Star Geezer” Mark Steven Williams. Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park will host University of Louisville Astronomy Professor Benne
Holwerda for a presentation the weekend of Aug. 19-21.
Pennyrile Forest State Resort Park is hosting an eclipse beach party
while Wickliffe Mounds State Historic Site will offer guests a view from
ancient mounds and Native American demonstrations.

Event and parking fees will be charged at some parks for this special
event. For a complete listing of parks and eclipse events, visit: http://parks.
ky.gov/eclipse.aspx More eclipse information is available at: http://www.
kentuckytourism.com/eclipse/
Most park lodges and campgrounds are full for the Aug. 18-21
weekend, but there may be some openings – please call for reservations.
Park information is available at www.parks.ky.gov
The Kentucky State Parks also want guests to be safe during the
eclipse. Please do not look at the sun – wear approved sun glasses. Ordinary sunglasses are not safe for viewing this event. According to NASA,
four manufacturers have certified that their eclipse glasses and handheld
solar viewers meet the ISO 12312-2 international standard for such products: Rainbow Symphony, American Paper Optics, Thousand Oaks Optical, and TSE 17.
Also, all pools and lake swimming areas will be closed during the
dark period of the eclipse at Kentucky State Parks.
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What Is Landscaping?

Simply as it can be stated, landscaping is a section of nature that is
pleasing.
Most people don’t have the luxury of finding the perfect scenic
property in that pristine spot they like best, and then hiring a well-known
builder to construct their dream house (without destroying the natural spot
in the process). But most can take what they have and beautify it.
Back in time, at least to Babylon and ancient Egypt, the royal class
were planting trees and shrubs and vines in an organized way they found
pleasing. This probably was about the beginning of landscaping.
Landscaping can be a lot of things to various people. It should be
interesting and attractive. A landscape should be practical and organized. A
yard or garden should be comfortable, making one at ease who enters.
And it takes more than a few annual and perennial flowers to make a landscape.
Everybody seems to have a favorite tree or plant, but taking a shopping spree and then bringing your favorites home and looking for where
best to plant them is the wrong way to go about landscaping. Think, research, plan, sketch. Then shop. Then plant.
Landscapes can be simple, yet tasteful. Or they can be elaborate
and formal. Or naturalized like in a country cottage yard. Sometimes we
can handle our own landscaping. And sometimes, especially for the elaborate project, we need an expert with experience. Or a creative artist, good
with rocks and plants and so forth.
From landscaping on the cheap, where you put in a few small trees
and shrubs and are willing to be patient, to fancy or exotic landscapes with
lots of features like curved drives and walks, retaining walls, arbors and
pergolas, maybe a sports field or a swimming pool, maybe a pond or stream
or waterfall, perhaps a hot tub or a firepit, or an all-out outdoor kitchen and
dining and entertaining area. Landscaping can be any and all of these.
Evergreen trees, colorful trees, shade trees, specimen trees, and forest farming—a landscape without trees seems incomplete. Even dwarf or
smallish trees can provide the greenery for a small house to look good, to
look landscaped. And if I can work a fruit or nut bearing tree in, I enjoy
doing that, also.
The functional landscape may have a private nook for two, or a
public area with seating for many. It may come with grill and comfortable
seating, or maybe a firepit with stone seating (plus pillows, perhaps).
Landscapes can be low maintenance or high maintenance. I consider a large expanse of grass to mow every week “high maintenance”. Areas
that are turned into a wooded area and mulched with cheap hardwood or
ground tree limbs are some of the most attractive, and lowest maintenance
of all.
As with any job that requires some skills as well as work, landscaping can be tackled by the average homeowner who has some time on their
hands. Or it can be turned over to someone who has experience and can
create something that looks good when he is finished, and better in a few
years as it matures. A bigger and nicer house probably needs the professional touch. And even a small home can sparkle with the right landscaping.
Landscaping is dressing up and improving the yard and perimeter
of your place. You might as well make it look like paradise, since you’ll be
living with it for a long time (and hopefully enjoying it a lot).
The author is a landscaper. Your comments and input are invited
anytime. I am currently seeking sources of pawpaws and apples that are red
on the insides. E-mail: rockcastles@gmail.com
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